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Abstract
The United Kingdom has been a good example for improving road safety for decades and a source
of inspiration for many countries. A low mortality rate and a low fatality rate have not prevented it
from making further progress. The UK was, and still is, a leading country with a reputation for
excellent evidence-based road safety policies; brilliant policy documents; good implementation of
policies; and the high level of expertise and dedication of its road safety professionals. However,
progress has slowed down in recent years, as in many high-motorised and well-performing countries,
and there is a need for new approaches and measures.
Two promising lines of development can be identified.The first approach is one of performing better
with existing measures and, through optimization and quality assurance, trying to gain more positive
effects from these existing measures. This requires a sound and comprehensive monitoring and
evaluation system with an emphasis on the ‘dose-response’ relationship. Based on the (annual)
monitoring of results it is recommended that an increased level and/or higher quality implementation
of existing interventions is considered. It is expected that further progress can be made by doing
this. However this would most probably not result in a dramatic decline in the number of fatalities
and injuries. Over the last decade this has been the approach favoured in the UK.
The second line is to develop strategies to reach very aspirational targets. Here we talk about
adopting new visions and make them operational by using interim, empirical based targets.The UK
seems to have been hesitant to embark on these high ambition type of approaches, such as
developed in Sweden and the Netherlands, and recently documented in the OECD study (2008):
‘Towards Zero. Ambitious road safety targets and the safe system approach‘.
The lecture introduces this new way of thinking and discusses its ‘achievability’, its consequences and
implications. This new approach puts the human being (physically and psychologically) at its focal
point and attempts to “nudge” human behaviour in a safe direction by creating safe conditions.This
will only be possible if all road authorities accept and follow this approach and offer road users
predictable, if not self-explaining, roads and credible legislation.The option of less orthodox types
will also be discussed given the role that raising awareness and public acceptance by campaigns,
education and enforcement has in supporting this ambitious and promising approach.
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Introduction
Each year, approximately 750 traffic deaths are to be regretted in the Netherlands. These are a
quarter of the 3264 traffic deaths in the year of disaster, 1972.We have discovered that the number
of traffic deaths in the Netherlands should not exclusively be based on the police registration. Other
sources tell us that approximately 8% of these deaths are missing from this registration. For this
reason we have used the concept ‘real’ number of traffic deaths during the last few years (Figure 1).

Figure 1 The development of the number of traffic deaths in the Netherlands

In the report ‘The summit conquered’ (SWOV, 2007) SWOV describes the major changes which
occurred during the period 1950-2005.To begin with, there is a rise in the number of traffic fatalities,
which is followed by a decline.This report illustrates that for an understanding of why the annual
number of fatalities has decreased, one should not look at the total number of traffic deaths; it is
preferable to consider separate components (transport modes, age, road type, et cetera). This
approach shows that different developments take place concurrently. It, for instance, becomes clear
that passenger car mobility in terms of vehicle ownership and vehicle use has been increasing steadily
during this period.The sales and use of motorized two-wheelers, however, show a less steady picture:
they fluctuate strongly and are sometimes popular, sometimes much less popular. This is clearly
reflected in the road safety developments.

Measured by mortality rate, the number of road crash fatalities per 100 000 inhabitants, the United
Kingdom and the Netherlands are among the safest countries in Europe and in the world.

Figure 2 Mortality for a number of European Union Member States
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Moreover, both countries have made considerable progress in reducing the numbers of casualties
over the years; the reduction in fatalities in The Netherlands being higher than the reduction in
seriously injured. I understand that the UK faces exactly the opposite situation: a sharper decrease
in injuries than in fatalities.

Figure 3 Development of fatalities and serious injuries in the UK and the Netherlands during the last
decade

The improvements in the Netherlands cannot be attributed to a reduction of mobility, although
the mobility growth is moderate (1% a year) and levelling off. Neither can it be explained by fewer
vulnerable road users taking part in traffic: the increases of the kilometres travelled on foot and by
bicycle are greater than that of car traffic.The number of kilometres travelled by motorized twowheelers, however, has decreased during the past ten years. But, at an aggregated level, the risks have
been going down, not by a fixed percentage per year – we face fluctuations – and not by the same
percentage for all transport modes, road types or age groups. Our knowledge and understanding
of these risk reductions are limited, but are certainly growing.
In the so-called SUNflower studies the developments in the three safest countries worldwide were
compared. These studies have taught us that there are not only similarities between the three
countries, but also large differences.
The main conclusions from the initial SUNflower study (Koornstra et al., 2002) were that all three
countries have achieved similar levels of safety through continuing planned improvements in these
levels over recent decades, that policy areas targeted have been similar but that implementation of
policies has differed at a detailed level. It was assumed that differences in focus for safety programmes
resulted from both different relative sizes of accident groups and differences in the structure of
road safety capability which influenced their ability to deliver different types of policy. Progress has
been achieved through directing improved policies at all three areas – vehicle, road and road user.
SUNflower saw room for further improvement in well-established safety fields in all three countries
and scope to learn from each other so as to ensure that collective experience is used effectively.
In this presentation I wish to present three issues. First, I want to analyse why the number of traffic
casualties in the Netherlands has been decreasing continuously for several decades. I will indicate
to what extent policy interventions have contributed to this positive development.This discussion
will partly be based on the results from a recent evaluation study into the effects of Dutch policy
in the last decade. Next, I will characterize the remaining road safety problems. In the third part of
my presentation I will discuss the approach which, in my opinion, will be the most effective for the
future. Finally, I will close with some conclusions and recommendations.
In other words:
- why the summit has been conquered
- which are the remaining road safety problems?
- how can we create the shortest way to reach the valley?
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I ask for your understanding that I will not so much address the applicability of my findings to your
country as I have not analyzed the developments in the United Kingdom. However, I do of course
closely follow your country’s activities in this field and I read the findings of your researchers with
great interest. However, I hope that in my speech you will find starting points that, adapted to the
circumstances in your country, will inspire you to take new steps.
In the Netherlands we approach road safety in a similar way to that in the UK, as we have
documented already in earlier SUNflower studies (Koornstra et al., 2002). Both countries try to
obtain support from the public and from politicians, to design good policy plans with ambitious and
realistic targets, to design an effective policy for delivering mechanisms, to mobilize renowned and
motivated safety experts, and to obtain sufficient funding for implementation.
Perhaps there are three differences between our countries. First, generally speaking, the media are
on our side in my country and we don’t have the types of battle which road safety professionals need
to fight in the UK: this says something about road safety and about the media. Secondly, after long
debates and almost by tradition, the professional community in the Netherlands has finally agreed
on a specific approach. In the UK these professional debates never seem to stop. Most probably you
can still find people in this country who are not fully convinced about the positive safety effects of
seat belts.
And last but not least, a major difference between our countries may be the fact that we have
developed a vision in the Netherlands and that we design strategies which fit into this vision. We
named the vision Sustainable Safety. So far you have been reluctant in the UK to find inspiration in
a vision. In my opinion, the main purpose of a vision is to inspire society to do more and to act better
by offering an appealing long-term perspective, and to obtain a stronger focus of professionals and
of stakeholders.This creates potential for better results.
It is not easy to prove that working with a vision gives better results in road safety than working
without one. However, first indications seem to support the idea that working with ambitious and
realistic targets will deliver better results (Wong et al, 2006). Allow me to also cite our colleague,
Professor Claes Tingvall from Sweden:“Vision Zero absolutely has got more stakeholders involved.
You can share a vision, but you don’t necessarily share a short term target or action plan. It has
generated momentum we wouldn’t have seen. It is a key success factor and its biggest strength is
that if you know the end point and if you’re part of the vision, you’ll contribute towards it.”
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1. Road safety in the
Netherlands analyzed:
why the summit has been
conquered.
If we relate the road safety development to that of mobility, we can see that increasing mobility
coincides with a decreasing crash rate.There are very few years that show an increase of the crash
rate.The extent of the reduction is not the same for each period, as can be seen in Table 1, nor for
each cross-section of road use or road type. But overall we can conclude that traffic has become
safer and that in effect this is the case for all possible components: for fast and for slow traffic, for
motorways and urban roads, for all age groups. The pace at which the improvements take place,
however, does differ.

Table 1 Decrease of the crash rate in the Netherlands for different periods

A sound explanation for the reduction in casualties and rates unfortunately has not been found
and, as far as I know, there is not a country in the world that has found such an explanation. Of
course there are pointers.The SUNflower report (Koornstra et al., 2002) concluded that in both
Sweden and the United Kingdom as well as in the Netherlands, road safety improvements were to
a certain extent the result of continual policy efforts during a number of decades, that these efforts
were aimed at the same issues, but that the policies that were implemented were different. The
reasons for the differences in policy can be found in differences in the nature of the road safety
problems and “in the structure of the road safety capability which influences its ability to deliver
different types of policy”.
The quality of our roads and vehicles as regards safety has shown demonstrable improvement in
the past years.The structure of our road network has undergone considerable adaptations to meet
the increased mobility.This can be illustrated with the fact that approximately half of all motorized
vehicle kilometres travelled are travelled on relatively safe motorways.The separation of different
traffic modes, mainly by the construction of safe bicycle facilities, has taken a considerable step
forward.The secondary (passive) vehicle safety has been improved considerably (Van Kampen et al.,
2005).
Three important aspects of human behaviour have also improved: drinking and driving has decreased,
the safety belt is worn much more frequently, as is the helmet for motorized two-wheelers.These
improvements are such, that the behaviour problem is reduced to ‘only’ a hard core of offenders. A
relatively small part of the population has not yet adapted their behaviour – although they do
represent a more than proportional share of the road safety problem. For driving speeds it may be
observed that although road users do reduce their speed somewhat, a considerable proportion of
the road users exceed the limit (Van Schagen et al., 2004). In the Netherlands, the speeds driven
have gone down because the speed limits have been lowered on a substantial part of the road
network. This topic is discussed in a report that has very recently been published by SWOV
(Weijermars & Van Schagen eds., 2009).
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In this report the period 1998-2007 was examined somewhat more closely.This period was chosen
because at that time Dutch road safety policy was inspired by the Sustainable Safety vision. Research
has shown that during this period relatively many efforts were made in the Netherlands to improve
the safety of the road infrastructure and enforcement. I will return to this topic later.
The results were remarkable: if the number of traffic fatalities decreased by almost 2% per year in
the period 1988-1997, the decrease was as high as 5% during the next ten years. In the past ten
years the decrease of the crash rate also more than doubled compared to the ten years previous
to that period: an average of 2.6% per year in the period 1988-1997 and 5.8% per year in the period
1998-2007.

Figure 4 The development in fatalities in 1988-1997 compared with 1998-2007

In the recent report, SWOV came to the conclusion that in one decade the implementation of
measures directly coming from or inspired by the Sustainable Safety vision has most likely contributed
to the 30% reduction in the number of fatalities.A very rough estimate: a 50% reduction results from
investments in road infrastructure, 25% from improved human behaviour and 25% from safer
vehicles. Without any doubt, neither these infrastructure investments nor the increased police
enforcement would ever have reached the levels they did without launching, accepting and
supporting, and implementing Sustainable Safety.

Allow me to show two figures that illustrate this point:

Figure 5 Investments in urban and rural traffic calming
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Figure 6 Increase of police enforcement

It must be noted that of course this does not say anything about future developments in the
Netherlands, but, on the other hand, that it does say something about countries with a higher
mortality than that in the Netherlands at present. Nor can it be said that the Netherlands lags
behind internationally as in not having implemented all kinds of known and tested effective measures.
This is illustrated by the international survey which presents the ‘best practices’ in road safety from
different countries (KfV, 2007).This illustrates that the Netherlands can import only relatively few
entirely new measures from other countries. I am, for that matter, of the opinion that we can improve
on measures that are already part of existing policies by more intensive and qualitatively better
implementation, and thus gain further benefits. Policy makers, however, seem to prefer developing
new interventions, rather than improving the implementation of existing ones. Where this is
concerned, my advice to researchers is to not only describe the extent of an intervention, but to
also give a detailed description of its quality and thus make it possible to show the potential effects
of improved interventions.This information may perhaps generate some interest from policy makers.

As far as we can see now, no ‘silver bullet measures‘ are to be expected that will considerably reduce
the number of traffic casualties in a simple manner. Some people expect a silver bullet from ITS. I
have high expectations as well, but we should not be overoptimistic. I have my doubts about ITS
claims of some 50% or even higher crash and injury reductions. If the introduction of ITS is
dependent on the free choice of individual citizens, my doubts increase. Further safety improvements
must be achieved in many, relatively modest steps ahead. This may only change in the somewhat
longer term.

The figures which are presented here and which sketch a positive and optimistic picture are based
on the development of the number of traffic deaths.The development is less positive for the number
of in-patients. One problem, however, which is important for this issue, is the accuracy of the
registration, especially when considered over a longer time period. Until recently, we defined the
seriously injured as those casualties who are admitted to hospital and stay there for a minimum of
one night. However, we have come to the conclusion that this registration is inadequate, and have
therefore decided to use a more precise definition: seriously injured are those casualties who are
admitted to hospital and who have an injury severity of MAIS2+ (Reurings & Bos, 2009). SWOV
first analyzed the consequences of using this new definition, and let some time pass before jumping
to conclusions. It may be interesting here to compare the UK and the Netherlands using their own
definitions for severe injuries and try to explain why our countries follow different paths.
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2. Problems which remain:
the era of fighting
specific high risks has
come to an end.
Two types of problem can be identified in analyzing road safety: generic problems and specific
problems. Specific problems are those safety problems which are concentrated on specific locations,
specific road user groups, specific behaviour or specific vehicles.
We have a long history in road safety in identifying risk increasing factors and a long tradition in
reducing these specific risks. An important assumption behind this approach may be the belief that
a concentration of risks increases the chance of cost-effective measures, because only a small sample
of a population needs to be treated.Also in public health this is a well known and widely supported
approach: cure those who are ill and identify and treat high risk groups or circumstances. See for
example the recent vaccination strategy in the Netherlands to protect ‘high risk groups’ from the
H1N1 virus.
As a matter of fact, much of past road safety policy was based on high risks, high numbers and
frequent causes, on well-identified crash patterns. Crash and casualty rates, for example, were
determined and divided into age groups, which showed that the young and the elderly have
increased risks. The answer policy has come up with is the effort to reduce these high risks:
smoothing the peaks in distributions. Analysis of road safety was aimed at the detection of peaks,
explaining them, and finding measures to overcome them.
Generic problems are caused by the fact that road traffic is inherently unsafe: ordinary people are
killed in crashes under normal circumstances.This means that everybody can be involved in a crash
at any particular time and that many will be involved in their lifetime because road traffic has not
been designed with safety as an important requirement for design.

Specific high risks
When looking back, we have a long history of identifying and dealing with high risk locations, crashprone drivers, and near-wrecks. Locations with a disproportionate number of crashes were identified.
Certain individuals were characterized as crash-prone drivers and policy was aimed at removing
them from traffic or, alternatively, teaching them to be better road users. Some vehicles were thought
to be in such a sorry state that they were near-wrecks and could not but contribute to crashes
happening.

And indeed, crashes are not randomly distributed in our road network.There are locations with a
concentration of crashes, and in the past we tried to improve these locations.This was prompted
by the idea that circumstances that were specific to a location were partly responsible for the high
number of crashes. Location-specific, infrastructural measures should then be taken in such a way
that the number of crashes decreases and there no longer is a concentration of crashes at that
location. In their Road Safety Handbook, the Norwegian researchers Elvik & Vaa (2004) conclude
that this can be an effective approach.Their meta-analysis predicts an 18% reduction of crashes with
serious casualties on this type of location.

In the Netherlands, we investigated how this approach developed in recent years.The conclusion
can be that it was successful policy.Whereas in the period 1987-1989 10% of the seriously injured
were from crashes on locations that can be labelled ‘high risk locations’, their number decreased to
1,8% in the period 2004-2006.
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Figure 7 Developments of number and fatalities on high risk locations

Therefore we can say that the least safe locations have successfully been dealt with. But it is hardly
possible for such an approach to have further positive effect in the future. One could say that the
approach has become a victim of its own success and will barely make a further contribution to the
reduction of the number of road crash casualties in the Netherlands.
Next we come to the crash-prone drivers. They too give rise to the idea that part of the road
safety problem is concentrated in a small part of the population which is responsible for a
disproportionally high share of the crashes. Lately, this crash-prone driver theory has ceased to be
a starting point in road safety policy. And justly so, in my opinion.The first question we could ask:
who are these crash-prone drivers anyway, and how do we identify them? Crash-prone drivers are
not those drivers who have already been involved in a crash. Having been involved in a serious
crash has proved to be a bad predictor of the possible involvement in a future crash. Must crashprone drivers then be seen as those who commit many traffic offences?This may be the case: some
traffic offenders often offend against the rules and are involved in crashes more frequently than
non-offenders, but the predictive value at an individual level is low. Therefore, fighting recidivism
makes sense, but expecting to identify offence-prone drivers is an unlikely achievement.
And finally, the near-wrecks: vehicles with defects which are in a sorry state.These vehicle defects
contribute to the occurrence or the severity of crashes. In my country, serious vehicle defects,
especially defective brakes and bald/poor tires, are considered as a main or a contributory factor in
an estimated few percent of the crashes. An often-heard idea is that vehicle testing (e.g. MOT) will
pick out defective cars, and that the vehicle owner will then have the defects repaired.This sounds
logical, but as yet has not been scientifically proved. Vehicle testing can and will trace part of the
defects before a crash occurs. But which part? If we estimate this at dozens of percentage points, it
will only prevent a few percent of the crashes.There is nothing against this approach; it may only be
not very cost-effective.
In my opinion, these three examples give rise to the conclusion that we certainly had ‘peaks’, that
quite a few of them have been (partly) eliminated, but that the peaks have become lower in the
course of time and are modest in height (my rough guess would be a potential reduction of less
than 10%). In theory, those peaks (hazardous locations, dangerous road users, and defective vehicles)
could still be eliminated. However, this will pose practical problems such as how to eliminate these
‘peaks’. Of course this always leaves the need to know how efficient a policy really is.
If for the moment we accept the conclusion that proneness is not an attractive area to enter, we
cannot ignore the fact that not everyone has an equal risk of being involved in a crash at the same
place and at the same time. On top of the level of risk that everybody has the risk sometimes is
higher due to risk factors or risk-increasing factors. These (human-related) risk-increasing factors
are: lack of experience, psycho-active substances such as alcohol and drugs, illnesses and ailments,
emotion and aggression, fatigue and distraction. Certain road and traffic conditions carry a higher
risk; we certainly have knowledge about risk increasing road and traffic conditions. Sometimes speed
limits which are not well attuned to prevailing road and traffic conditions lead to higher risks.
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A significant example of a risk increasing factor is drink-driving. A very direct approach can be taken
for specific issues: a specific problem is determined and measures are taken which are aimed at
solving this problem. In the most recent decades much research has been carried out into specific
risk increasing conditions, and I think with impressive results.The topic of drink-driving, for example,
has been opened up considerably in the Netherlands. Drink-driving is involved in less than 1% of all
kilometres travelled, drink-driving is seen as socially unacceptable by the vast majority of the
population, with the result that only a few percent of the drivers drive above the legal limit. However,
remaining offenders have a rather high BAC. Our strategies have been successful; now the time has
come for specific policy aimed at identifying the ‘hard core’ offenders and changing their behaviour.
This requires completely different strategies than in the past to be successful.The same is true for
seat belt wearing: policies in the past have resulted in more than 90% of the car occupants wearing
a safety belt; specific and, in my opinion, different policies will now need to focus on the remaining
percentages.
But there are still quite some gaps in our knowledge of these human-related risk increasing factors.
Allow me to introduce the simple lack of attention for the driving task. Somehow the driver is
distracted while he is driving. Some years ago, I was alarmed by the results of the 100-car study in
the United States. In this study, drivers were followed for a year by observation systems installed in
their cars: a black box and small cameras (Dingus et al., 2006).The idea was to observe everyday
behaviour. A wealth of data resulted of which I find the following result the most striking. In nearly
80% of all crashes and 65% of all near-crashes driver inattention was involved just prior to the onset
of the conflict.This is rarely found on police registration forms, because who would tell the police
that a cigarette fell to the floor just prior to the crash and that in a state of some panic he was trying
to retrieve it? Therefore I have begun to think that the idea many people, including road safety
professionals and decision makers, have of crashes only being caused by traffic offences, as we rather
frequently find on police registration forms, and by nothing else, must be a distorted picture of the
truth.

To conclude
Both (generic) basic factors and risk-increasing factors have been and will be relevant in improving
road safety. We have substantially increased our knowledge about the extent to which certain
behaviour and specific circumstances harm road safety and we were successful in reducing specific
risk-increasing factors in the past. The character of future interventions will need to be different
from those in the past, because the nature of the problem will be different. One example as an
illustration: if you have reached a 95% seat belt wearing rate by legislation, publicity and increasing
general deterrence by police enforcement, the policies to accomplish a 100% wearing rate will need
to be completely different. Furthermore, I expect that, following the 20-80 rule, traditional policies
to tackle ‘hard-core’ problems will inevitably become less effective. How to reach 100% compliance
and how to fight ‘hard-core’ offenders are not yet satisfactorily answered questions.
When a country has made considerable progress and has taken the most obvious measures, the
traditional approach of reducing the peaks will become increasingly less effective and become less
efficient.The traditional policies will run out of effectiveness.The change in thinking could be based
on economic considerations in terms of whether profitable investments can be realised.
The next step is that we do not label individual locations, individual persons or individual vehicles
as relatively hazardous, but the conditions which involve high risks: we move from specific risks to
generic or inherent risks. A reasonable case can also be made for the relative importance of generic
problems having increased over time, while the importance of specific problems has decreased.
This leads to the conclusion that future road safety policy in the Netherlands will need to be
increasingly aimed at the generic character of road safety, and less at the specific aspects. A next
phase in policymaking has arrived.This perspective also supports the saying that past success is no
guarantee for the future.This also gives rise to a question about the efficiency of policy and whether
it is not subject to the law of diminishing returns.
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3. How can we create the
shortest way to reach the
valley?
Because our traditional policies were becoming less effective and less efficient, and because we had
not yet attained the core characteristics of our road safety problems, we came to develop
Sustainable Safety.The increasingly diffuse character of the road safety problem requires a different
approach from that in the past. As I explained in the previous chapter, I believe that a shift in our
thinking is necessary. With the Sustainable Safety vision SWOV believes it has found a suitable
answer; the main lines of this vision will be explained from here on. For more detail I refer you to
Advancing Sustainable Safety (Wegman & Aarts, 2006).

We identified the following key aspects for this approach

• Ethics
- We do not want to hand over a traffic system to the next generation with the current
casualty levels, but considerably lower ones
- A proactive approach
• An integral approach
- Integrates man, vehicle and road into one safe system
- Covers the whole network, all vehicles, all road users
- Integrates with other policy areas
• Man is the measure of all things
- Human capacities and limitations are the guiding factors
• Reduction of latent errors (system gaps) in the system
- In preventing a crash we will not fully be dependent on whether or not a road user makes
a mistake or error
• Use criterion of preventable injuries
- Which interventions are most effective and cost-effective?

Sustainable Safety identifies three basic factors that play a role in danger, risk and harm: speed (in
crashes), mass/protection (of/by vehicles) and physical vulnerability (of man). Examples of generic
problems are crashes between fast and slow traffic and the high risk of serious injury for pedestrians
and cyclists in these crashes, and, for example, single vehicle crashes in which a driver crashes into
a tree. The generic character of the problem evolves from the fact that no man is infallible in
observing, assessing and making decisions. If the prevention of crashes for the main part depends
on the actions of man, errors will be made, some of which will result in (serious) crashes.

Why are there still so many crashes?
An intentional or unintentional human error plays a role in almost every crash. No matter how well
educated and motivated, people commit errors and do not always abide by the rules. Studies of road
traffic crashes invariably indicate that the factors ‘road‘ and ‘vehicle‘ play only a minor role.
Present day road traffic has not been designed with safety in mind. For avoiding crashes we now are
almost completely dependent on the extent to which man is capable of (and sometimes willing to)
correcting his own errors. And errors are also made in doing this.
THE PARLIAMENTARY ADVISORY COUNCIL FOR TRANSPORT SAFETY
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Both intentional errors and unintentional errors are made. Intentional errors are committed by the
‘unwilling’ man; unintentional errors are committed by the ‘incapable’ man. We do not yet know
enough about human behaviour to know which of these two error types is dominant in crashes.
We assume that both types of error occur frequently and therefore both error types deserve our
attention.The often heard opinion that all errors are intentional and that eliminating these errors
(often traffic offences) would therefore be sufficient to considerably improve road safety, is not true
to reality. Unintentional errors, inadvertence, slackening attention, distraction from the driving task
are all very frequent and sometimes lead to crashes. Road safety can be improved by limiting the
possibility of unintentional errors, and in the Sustainable Safety vision SWOV has detailed how this
can be done.
Furthermore, people also commit intentional errors and traffic offences. It has been sufficiently
established that traffic offences increase the number of crashes. It is equally well known that a road
user who has been fined for an offence adapts his behaviour for some time, often a few months.
Traffic enforcement supports and improves traffic behaviour. But research has also taught us that the
positive effect of enforcement is not so much the result of behavioural changes of those who have
been fined - that effect is limited - but of the preventive effect of the possibility of being fined and
the punishment that comes with it: the generic effect of traffic enforcement (Goldenbeld, 2005).
A crash is rarely caused by one single unsafe action; it is usually preceded by a whole chain of poorly
attuned occurrences.This means that it is not only one or a series of unsafe road user actions that
cause a crash; also hiatuses in the traffic system contribute to the fact that unsafe road user actions
can in certain situations result in a crash.These hiatuses are also called latent errors (Reason 1990).
In summary: crashes occur when latent errors in the traffic system and unsafe actions during traffic
participation coincide in a sequence of time and place.

Figure 8 Diagram showing the development of a crash (bold arrow) as a result of latent errors and unsafe
actions in the different elements composing road traffic (based on Reason, 1990). If the arrow encounters
‘resistance’ at any moment, no crash will develop.

As unsafe actions can never entirely be prevented, the Sustainable Safety vision aims at banishing the
latent errors from traffic: the road traffic system must be forgiving with respect to unsafe actions by
road users, so that these unsafe actions cannot result in crashes. The sustainable character of
measures mainly lies in the fact that actions during traffic participation are made less dependent on
momentary and individual choices. Such choices may be less than optimal and can therefore be
risk-increasing.
Adjusting the environment to the abilities and limitations of the human being is derived from
cognitive ergonomics, which in the early 1980s made its entry coming from aviation and the
processing industry. In all types of transport other than road traffic this approach has already resulted
in a widespread safety culture. Further incorporation of the Sustainable Safety vision should
eventually lead to road traffic that can be considered as ‘inherently safe’ as the result of such an
approach.
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How best to avoid crashes?
Participating in traffic appears to be such a complicated task that people cannot avoid committing
errors. How can we ensure that man commits fewer errors? It would be easiest just to ban certain
road users from traffic, but that can have very serious consequences for an individual. A reason to
do this must be well-considered and only used as a last resort. We barely if at all make a selection
at the start: everybody can participate, even more strongly: older people are encouraged to
(independently) participate in traffic for as long as possible. (Temporary) prohibition of access,
keeping someone away from traffic may be justifiable from a repressive point of view, but under the
present conditions it does not make a substantial contribution to a reduction of the number of
road crash casualties. As it is, elimination is a rare occurrence and, in addition, the question remains
whether those who have been disqualified from driving will not just continue to drive anyway. It
remains to be seen how this approach can be made more effective and it is advisable to work on
innovating solutions in this area. Now, and probably also in the future, only a relatively small
proportion of the population is denied access (withdrawal of the licence) and this approach will
therefore have limited effect on the further reduction of road casualties.
A second option is to adjust the environment to the human measure in such a way that people
commit fewer errors. Here, environment not only means the physical environment (road and
vehicle), but also includes the required ‘software’ like legislation, and the traffic education that is
made available.Adjustments can be made along three lines. In the first place, we can make potentially
dangerous situations less frequent, so that road users need to make fewer decisions and therefore
can commit fewer errors. An example is physical direction separation on secondary roads, which
prevents head-on collisions.The second possibility is to design the road user environment in such
a way that fewer errors are committed and it is easier to make correct and safe decisions; this can
for instance be done by the construction of a roundabout which makes high speeds at an
intersection impossible. Finally, a traffic environment may be designed in such a way that if errors are
still being committed, they will not have very serious consequences for the road user.To achieve this,
the road user must be presented with an environment which is forgiving for errors that are
committed.
The Sustainable Safety vision, as described by Koornstra et al. (1992), has as its purpose the
prevention of crashes or, when this cannot be done, the reduction of crash severity to such an
extent that the risk of (serious) injury is almost excluded.A proactive approach is used in the pursuit
of these goals, which in advance identifies which traffic situations could cause conflicts or crashes with
serious injury. Next, there are two possibilities: either the situation is adapted in such a way that the
risk of a crash is practically eliminated, or, if this cannot be done, the risk of serious injury as a
consequence of a crash prevented. Here serious injury includes fatal injury, critical injury, or injury
with permanent consequences which requires hospital treatment.

Does shared responsibility make matters
very complicated?
It is often said that road safety improvement is a joint responsibility, shared between individual road
users and designers and authorities/operators in charge of (parts of) the road traffic system. I believe
that this philosophy is undisputed, perhaps even an open door. It is hard to perceive that the entire
responsibility could be put with one party or the other. Government withdrawing from the area of
road safety and traffic regulation would result in a “Wild West” traffic situation, most probably with
more casualties, not to mention the resulting traffic chaos. Allowing road users to take part in traffic
chaotically will also result in a miserable situation. On the one hand, the individual road user is
responsible for the prevention of a crash; on the other hand, the responsibility to create such
conditions that the individual road user can indeed take his own responsibility unhindered, is placed
with all those who have been entrusted with the design and the management of parts of the traffic
system (legislators, road authorities, car manufacturers etc.). A shared responsibility therefore
emerges.
The division between individual responsibility and collective responsibility is a problem that can be
considered from different angles. My line of approach is how crashes can best be prevented, and
not, for instance, who is to blame for a crash. Research shows that a significant number of the unsafe
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situations are caused by ordinary behaviour of ordinary citizens, rather than by criminal behaviour
of some manifest offenders, as is sometimes thought. From this perspective the conclusion was
drawn that the system is inherently hazardous and that a system approach is required. In other
words: not just pointing out a culprit when a crash has occurred and holding someone responsible
for its occurrence, but taking all factors and circumstances into consideration. Effective measures can
then be taken on the basis of a thorough analysis. If this conclusion is accepted, it is also reasonable
to assume that designers and managers of parts of the road traffic system will try to create
conditions in such a way that those ordinary citizens who do unintentionally commit errors, will not
be punished for those errors with serious injury. The conditions should be such that the wellintentioned cannot and do not meet with serious crashes and that the ill-intentioned cannot inflict
sorrow and damage on the well-intentioned.Trying to create safe conditions is a proactive approach
which is aimed at eliminating so-called latent errors in traffic and is an essential part of the Sustainable
Safety vision.
The idea that there could be a shift in responsibilities in such a way that the individual road user is
given a larger responsibility and, consequently, those being collectively responsible having a smaller
task which, for example, requires smaller investments in the system’s safety, initially is a pleasant
thought. But why, for that matter, should this be a situation of some kind of communicating vessels?
If the collectively responsible were to take fewer responsibilities, would road users behave more
responsibly and safely? This is not likely, because road users will hardly or not at all be aware of the
result. If the collectively responsible were to take a larger responsibility and make larger investments
in safety, would the road user behave more dangerously? Theoretically, there is the possibility of risk
compensation (taking more risk as conditions are safer), but fortunately this argument has not put
a halt to worldwide investments in road safety. It is, however, realistic to accept that part of the road
safety benefits are sometimes cancelled out by riskier behaviour (Evans, 2004). But on balance, taking
the possible risk compensation into account, many collective interventions have resulted in increased
safety, and there is plenty of evidence for this (Elvik & Vaa, 2004; Supreme, 2007).
The conclusion we may draw from this is that the concept of shared responsibility is the most
realistic and has also proved its effectiveness. And also: the idea of a shift in responsibilities towards
the road user so that the collective needs to do less, is a somewhat simplistic image of reality, and,
more important, there is no indication of how this would result in fewer casualties. However, if both
road user and the collectively responsible would take a larger responsibility, this would result in fewer
casualties.

Is a nudge in the right direction sufficient?
When analyzing conflicts in traffic and deciding on the approach for tackling dangerous situations
the abilities and limitations of man are a criterion: man is ‘the measure of all things‘.Their cognitive
abilities and limitations are the key issues: even when they are extremely motivated, people do
commit errors that can result in crashes. In addition the human body is physically vulnerable in a
crash, which has consequences for the injury severity if indeed a crash occurs.
With these human characteristics as a basis, sustainably safe road traffic can, according to the vision,
be achieved by an integral approach including the components ‘man‘,‘vehicle‘ and ‘road‘.This means
that the infrastructure must be designed in such a way that it is in line with the human abilities and
limitations, that the vehicle offers support in carrying out the traffic task and offers protection in a
crash, and that the road user him- or herself is well-informed and well-trained and, wherever this is
necessary, is monitored on a correct performance of the traffic task.
I have become rather taken by the idea behind ‘choice architecture’ as it was expressed by two
professors from the United States,Thaler and Sunstein.The idea is ‘to nudge people toward decisions
that will improve their lives by making them healthier, wealthier and more free’. Their book discusses
topics from everyday life. How to choose a health insurance while balancing the coverage, the own
risk, and the premium due. How to make money with money? Of course their book contains
examples and it is remarkable that they use traffic engineering as an example of a situation in which
they believe nudging occurs.
The book’s cover shows a mother elephant with a baby elephant.The mother is behind the baby.
The baby can do whatever it wants to, but knows that the mother is behind it. If the baby should
do anything the mother disapproves of, she can take action and nudge the baby in the right direction.
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The description of the usefulness of such a nudge finishes with the idea that people themselves
know best what is good for them. Choices often prove to be too complex for people, people are
not rational, people’s choices are motivated by the daily grind, fear, or laziness, or by just following
the majority, or by simply not knowing what to choose.Thaler & Sunstein have given their way of
thinking the motto ‘libertarian paternalism’. Applied to road traffic, this idea perfectly matches the
concept of a shared responsibility. No command-and-control and no laisser-faire. A third possibility.

Thaler & Sunstein use six principles for nudges in the right direction:
- iNcentives
- Understand mappings
- Defaults
- Give feedback
- Expect error
- Structure complex choices

I believe that these six principles can also be very suitable for road traffic, but they will have to be
made applicable.These principles are also in perfect keeping with the Sustainable Safety principles.
Consider the designers and managers of road traffic to be the road user’s architect of choice.The
designers must have specific ideas about traffic behaviour and use ‘nudging’ to induce road users to
make the best possible and therefore the safest choice.The six ‘nudging’ principles are a support in
this process: expect that people can and will commit errors and do not speculate that they won’t
(expect error). Give people feedback: a well-designed traffic system tells the user when he has made
the correct choice and when the choice he made was the wrong one. Scientific research indicates
that when choices become more complicated, people choose by using simplifying choice strategies.
Therefore, a choice architect must structure complicated choices in such a way that the safe choice
is made simply and as a matter of course.A choice architect has to structure choices.A next principle
uses the idea that people will often choose default values and that the choice architect will therefore
have to make the safe choice the default value, rather than using an unsafe choice and leaving it up
to the road user to make the safe choice. Using incentives to choose a safer solution is an attractive
idea which in educational theory is often preferred to punishment. However, it is not easy to translate
this idea to the traffic situation, where, for example, influencing behaviour in an employer-employee
relation is not the case. The sixth principle is about mapping: a well-designed architectural choice
system helps people to improve their ability to map and hence to select options that offer them
optimal safety.
These are the six principles of Nudging which from the point of view of the human decider, the road
user in our case, help choosing safe options.This suggests an approach in which man is placed at the
centre, an approach that requires further elaboration for road traffic. This vision is a miraculous
match with the Sustainable Safety idea that people commit errors, as we have learned from safety
science, and the principle of predictability and recognizability. Give the road user a predictable
environment which reduces the risk of errors and increases the predictability of other road user
behaviour. This way we intend to assist road users in making the safe decisions; designers and
managers of elements of the road traffic system as libertarian paternalists.
Sustainable Safety, however, goes somewhat further.We sometimes wish to limit the decision space
for designer and user. We want to design our system in such a way that in certain cases we don’t
have to rely on nudging. Nudging has the great advantage that the designer does not determine
everything precisely and hence limits the road user.Within a credible environment the road user is
encouraged, invited, seduced to make the safe choices. But - using the homogeneity principle - we
wish to prevent the building up of so much kinetic energy that crashes that occur despite perfect
nudging lead to serious injury.This means that we will first attempt to fill the holes in the first slices
of ‘Reason’s Swiss cheese‘ and then use nudging to limit the size of the holes in the last few slices.
This way nudging may not be sufficient to fill the holes, but it is a very interesting option for reducing
their size.This vision deserves further detailing for road traffic.
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Is Shared Space a good example of effective
nudging?
In recent years, the concept of Shared Space has been given considerable attention.This approach,
which was developed in the Netherlands, has been received with much sympathy; it apparently has
a high level of cuddliness.This approach or vision attempts to use a specific layout of public space
to increase (eye) contact between users of that space (road users or otherwise) and so to achieve
pleasant and safe interaction between different road users. Furthermore, Shared Space has also
earned special attention for the process of decision making about the layout of public space, the
underlying thought being that if road users are closely involved in this process, their behaviour will
be more in conformity with the intentions of that layout. Shared Space considers public space to
be more of a social space rather than a traffic space. Shared Space entails a broader vision than just
road safety. But if Shared Space were to offer less safety than the more traditional road designs,
politicians would indeed face a choice.
Sometimes it seems that you are either for or against the vision. As yet, I do not wish to choose
either side. I do, however, observe that Shared Space has neither a nice and clearly described
theoretical framework, nor clearly defined concepts.The developers of Shared Space have chosen
to describe the vision in images, notions, visions, ideas, et cetera.This quite limits the possibility of
describing the vision in terms of purposes, the effects of certain ingredients, the positive and negative
effects. In my opinion it is therefore impossible to pass judgement or final judgement.
Is Sustainable Safety or is nudging in conflict with Shared Space? Not if it were clear that Shared
Space also results in correct behaviour; safe behaviour from a road safety perspective.We know by
now that a high-quality layout of 30km/h zones improves road safety. However, we do not know yet
whether the same zone with a Shared Space layout will also contribute to safety and whether this
is done efficiently. Sustainable Safety wants to separate transport modes at speeds exceeding 30
km/h as crashes at higher speeds have more serious consequences, especially for vulnerable road
users.Therefore, at these higher speeds vulnerable road users such as pedestrians must have their
own space (the pavement) and cyclists their own bicycle path. Shared Space does not have this
requirement, but at the same time it cannot guarantee that there will be no speeds exceeding
30km/h. Further research is required for definite answers and I expect this research to start in the
Netherlands before long. It must also be observed that, for example, the Sustainable Safety principle
of social forgivingness could also be realised in a Shared Space layout. SWOV intends to investigate
the interaction between road users in a more traditional road layout and a Shared Space
environment and later also to compare safety performances. I urge further research into the extent
to which the six nudging principles can be implemented within Shared Space.

How to proceed with Sustainable Safety?
Given the fact that people commit errors, do not always abide by the rules, and are also vulnerable,
it is of the utmost importance that latent errors in the traffic system are prevented so that they
cannot be a breeding ground for the occurrence of crashes.To prevent serious, unintended errors
the Sustainable Safety vision as much as possible adjusts the traffic environment and the traffic
demands that go with it to what the majority of road users can deal with. This to a large extent
evokes the required behaviour, tells the road user what is to be expected, and ensures that possible
errors are counterbalanced by a forgiving environment. In addition, the breeding ground for
intentional and unintentional offences becomes less fertile. For as far as offending behaviour can
already be detected before traffic participation (e.g. use of alcohol or driving without a licence), the
prevention of taking part in traffic fits into a sustainably safe traffic.
Road users must be well-informed and well-trained to participate in traffic. In situations where their
skills do not meet the environment’s demands, specific measures must be taken to induce safe
behaviour. Road users being capable of correctly assessing their situation-dependent condition and
the resulting driving skills, is essential for making adequate decisions that can prevent a possible
crash. However, different road users possess different skills.The more experienced road users should
be asked to use consciously safe traffic behaviour which is aimed at facilitating the less skilled road
users.Thus, by making traffic a social system, a forgiving driving style can prevent the occurrence of
a crash caused by other road users’ errors.
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In traffic, the vulnerable human being needs to be protected by his environment, either by physical
constructions that prevent conflicts, or by constructions that absorb the kinetic energy which is
released in a crash. For this purpose road users’ vehicles sharing the same space should have similar
masses. If this cannot be achieved, speeds must be reduced. On the one hand, this system is
embedded in a traffic-related taxonomy of high-speed traffic streams, and destination and residence
on the other. Between these two extremes, traffic must be guided along correct, sustainably safe
roads.
This finally brings us to the five central principles of sustainably safe road traffic: functionality,
homogeneity, recognizability, forgivingness and state awareness. A brief explanation of these principles
can be found in Table 2.

Table 2 The five Sustainable Safety principles

What is the significance of Sustainable
Safety for daily practice?
The Sustainable Safety approach uses as a starting point the idea that the present traffic system is
inherently hazardous (that serious crashes can happen anywhere and at any time) and that all
possible solutions are considered in an integral and rational manner.There is no a-priori preference
for improving roads, vehicles or changing behaviour.The rationality should not be restricted to road
safety only, but wider deliberations are desirable (congestion, environment, scenery, economic
development, health care, et cetera).
This idea of rational decision making prompted me to introduce the concept of ‘avoidable crashes’
(Wegman, 2000). Avoidable crashes are those crashes of which we know what caused them, of
which we know how to prevent them, of which the prevention costs are socially cost-effective and
which fit into the Sustainable Safety vision.This approach implies that limited (financial) resources
ensure that only cost-beneficial measures are taken. This concept therefore differs, for example,
from the Vision Zero approach, which judges cost-benefit considerations as not to be relevant, but
is in line with the Dutch Government’s decision making about investments.
An exception to this ‘avoidable crashes approach‘ is conceivable if in the framework of management
and maintenance the existing road infrastructure is improved and road safety can be included. In
those circumstances cost-effectiveness is not a major consideration from a road safety perspective,
but a quality assurance approach can be used to give guarantees for a sufficient road safety level.
The essence of Sustainable Safety is that it is a system approach, which means that measures should
not only be taken on those locations where crashes have occurred, but that it assumes that crashes
can and will happen anywhere. Hence the inherently unsafe character of the system must be adapted
to ‘the human measure’. Putting this idea into practice asks for political courage, especially from road
authorities and from those who work on improving vehicle safety. In the areas of legislation, traffic
education, and traffic enforcement no serious problems concerning realization are to be expected;
here it is rather a matter of gaining sufficient support within society, followed by political support,
and then choosing the execution methods that will make a real contribution to the reduction of the
number of casualties. Of course, road users and consumers will need to aspire to a higher safety
level. Mobilizing the (latent) demand for a higher road safety level and making it manifest, is an
important task for social organizations.
As a matter of fact, there are no real obstructions that stand in the way of road authorities
accomplishing an infrastructure that meets the Sustainable Safety demands; it is a matter of political
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will to realize it. Based on political decisions it is to be recommended that road authorities decide
on a safety level and continue to use these decisions as a guideline for further action.
Finally, road authorities need to come to mutual agreements so that they can use the same vision
to ensure that road users will meet comparable traffic situations.This must lead to more uniform
solutions. It must be concluded that there is no fundamental obstacle which stands in the way of
the realization of a sustainably safe infrastructure; it is rather a matter of setting political priorities
and, secondly, of reaching agreement within the professional road safety community to converge
towards uniform solutions for a predictable road course and layout by consistency and continuity
in road design, resulting in predictable road user behaviour and lower risks.
And what about the affordability? This mainly concerns public decisions taken by road authorities:
what weight is given to additional safety in these decisions? In the past, dozens of billions were
invested in road safety, by the construction of motorways, safe bicycle paths, safe roadsides, safe
residential areas, safe intersections, and roads that are safer than those that were constructed twenty
or fifty years ago. Large maintenance and reconstruction works usually resulted in safer roads, and
proved to be ‘affordable’ in the past. Of course, the pace of the improvements that were carried out
could be a topic of discussion, but there is no reason to assume that future improvements will be
impossibly expensive.
Investments in infrastructural safety have been labelled as socially cost-effective investments (CPB
et al., 2002) and recent SWOV research (Weijermars & van Schagen, 2009) suggests exactly the
same.This means that the question should not be asked if investments should be done, but when
and how they should be financed.
Local and regional governments are particularly good at investing substantial amounts in the
improvement of infrastructural safety.A SWOV study (Wesemann, 2003) showed that provinces and
municipalities combined investments in making the infrastructure (sustainably) safer with large
maintenance and reconstruction works. Recently SWOV has been able to track down the amounts
used by local and regional road authorities.These investments amounted to about €350 million per
year, which is more than three billion euros in ten years time.
Are the other components of Sustainable Safety affordable?The costs of traffic education and police
enforcement are modest in comparison with the investments required for safety improvements of
roads and vehicle, and therefore their financing does not need to be a major problem. In addition,
in the Netherlands the costs of enforcement are paid back by the proceeds from traffic fines. Safer
vehicles are purchased by the consumer, and therefore the market controls itself. For the remaining
components, however, it is unclear why parties other than the government should make the required
investments.The ‘bulk’ of the financing of the prevention of road traffic crashes must be made by the
government.
To recapitulate, we may conclude that the introduction of Sustainable Safety has concentrated on
the financing of a Sustainably Safe infrastructure and that this is a problem which is felt by all road
authorities, especially by the local and regional ones. It asks for a political choice. There are clear
indications that in the first instance no specific safety budgets need to be made available for financing
in the Netherlands, but that other budgets for management and maintenance can be used.Additional
safety assets, however, can be of assistance. But it is more important to create conditions which
allow safe use of these budgets for management and maintenance.
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Did the implementation of Sustainable
Safety meet the high expectations?
The assessment has been made. In a recent report SWOV investigated how Sustainable Safety has
been implemented in recent years, and what the results were for road safety (Weijermars & van
Schagen eds., 2009). One preliminary observation. Of course we don’t know exactly what would
have happened if Sustainable Safety had not been implemented. But by making some assumptions,
we can reach some conclusions.To do this we have estimated the safety effects of a large number
of measures that were either included in the Sustainable Safety Start-up Programme or that were
inspired by this programme and would fit into the Sustainable Safety vision very well. The policy
efforts that were made in the areas of infrastructural investments and traffic enforcement can be
called considerable.We have been able to make it plausible that these efforts have resulted in fewer
traffic deaths and also, albeit to a lesser extent, in fewer in-patients. As said earlier, the fatality rate
in the period that was studied, the period 1998-2007, shows an annual decrease of 5%, which is
considerably higher than the almost 2% per year in the period 1988-1997. Two scenarios were
calculated to determine to what extent the measures that were implemented made a contribution
to the decrease in the number of traffic deaths. These two scenarios make different assumptions
about what would have happened during the period 1998-2007 if Sustainable Safety had not been
implemented, a situation, of course, which we cannot know. In the pessimistic - perhaps more realistic
- scenario 300 traffic deaths are saved on a yearly basis; in the more optimistic one the saving is 400
traffic deaths.These are reduction percentages of more than 30% and 40% respectively. Setting the
cost of the investments alongside the benefits of the fatalities, injured, and crashes saved, shows that
the investments have been socially cost-effective.The cost-benefit ratio is 4:1.
It is also interesting to see that the reduction of the number of traffic deaths has been higher than
the reduction that was expected at the beginning of the implementation of this policy.An important
reason seems to be that the investments that were made by local and regional road authorities like
municipalities and provinces were higher than was thought previously.The increase in the risk of being
caught by intensified police enforcement has also surpassed our expectations.
Therefore, we can conclude that the high expectations have been met. And furthermore, we have
not yet finished the implementation and I see opportunities for higher quality implementation.The
update and enrichment of the vision in 2005 need some further elaboration in conceptual thinking
before implementation can really start. But again, successes in the past are no guarantee for successes
in the future. I do not think I need to explain this statement in London with its massive financial
centre.
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4. A few concluding remarks
Sustainable Safety in international
perspective
We can only be pleased to observe that in recent prominent road safety publications worldwide
Sustainable Safety is considered to be an appropriate vision for the future and this not just for highly
motorized and relatively safe countries like the Netherlands.This has, for example, been illustrated
in the report about road safety by the World Health Organisation WHO and the World Bank
(Peden et al., 2004), in the report about ‘Best Practices in Europe’, commissioned by the European
Commission (KfV, 2007) which places the Sustainable Safety approach in the top-league of ‘Best
practices‘ and, in the publication by OECD/the International Transport Forum “Towards zero;
Ambitious road safety targets and the Safe System Approach’ (OECD/ITF, 2008).This approach has
to a large extent been based on the Sustainable Safety vision. Sustainable Safety has also been
discussed in the PACTS report about the future of road safety in Great Britain (Crawford, 2007).
The safe system approach focuses on four characteristics: road users will remain fallible, the concept
of shared responsibility, alignment of safety management with broader transport and planning
decisions and interventions to meet the long term goal (towards zero). And each of these
characteristics can be found in the Sustainable Safety vision as well.

The future of Sustainable Safety in the
Netherlands
Although Sustainable Safety is still an official part of Dutch road safety policy, I must conclude that
a new wind is blowing in the further improvement of road safety in the Netherlands. I will mention
two developments.The first, and the more important, is that the decentralization of policy in many
areas including road safety, has resulted in a fundamental change in policy management.The central
role and the leadership of the Ministry of Transport are no longer clearly defined. As a result,
stimulation and coordination of policy must be organized differently, and it is not yet clear how.The
underlying thought is that policy implementation should be further integrated with other policy
targets; road safety is less seen as a policy in isolation of other policies. SWOV has analyzed this
development and made suggestions how to take this to hand.The original approach (Implementation
as a rational programme) can no longer be effectuated as a result of changed political relations.
Instead, a proposal has been made which we characterize as an approach in a multi-actor setting
where (independent) stakeholders must agree on policy targets and means.This fundamental change
means that a new game has to develop in which the players should re-adapt parts and which must
result in reconsideration of their mutual relations. This final step, however, has only occasionally
manifested itself.
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Table 3 Towards a new vision on the implementation of Sustainable Safety

A second change that is required is a political change.There are clear indications that in the concept
‘shared responsibility’ the accent has moved in the direction of more responsibility for the road user,
and less for the government. Also the idea that a crash occurs because ‘ordinary people in ordinary
circumstances’ happen to be involved in that crash has shifted to the idea that crashes go together
with offences and, more precisely, with frequent and serious offences.The translation of both ideas
into concrete policy is taking place at present.

How to obtain support for ambitious
road safety policy when the wind is in
one’s sails?
As long as a country has hundreds or thousands of traffic fatalities per year and a multiple number
sustain injury in crashes, there is a latent demand for more safety among part of the population.
Individual suffering is very grave. Part of the population experience these negative consequences
themselves or know someone who experiences them. As a matter of fact, everybody will sooner
or later be affected by this phenomenon.The lack of road safety is not just an anonymous problem
which only affects others, but it can and will hit you sooner or later. Moreover, many of us realize
that many of the crashes are avoidable: we are aware of the problems, we know how to solve them,
and the required interventions are socially cost-effective (Wegman, 2000). For many of us, the idea
of someone dying prematurely and unnecessarily or sustaining irreparable injury is unacceptable.This
also motivates, for instance, groups of traffic casualties to undertake action for the prevention of
crashes; Mothers Against Drink Driving are a good example.These groups have the moral right to
plead for interventions. They cannot be ignored by politicians and can be very troublesome for
them.A professional lobby from these circles can be very effective and policy makers and politicians
who take an interest in road safety improvement should seriously consider indeed supporting such
groups.
The latent demand for more safety should then be turned into effective action in a political and
policy-related sense. For this process two situations must be distinguished. In the first place, there
may be the situation of an increasing number of crashes and casualties. In countries like the
Netherlands this is considered to be an unacceptable development.The first line of thought is: the
annual number of traffic fatalities has been decreasing for almost fifty years, what is the reason it is
now going up? This gives rise to amazement and next an analysis is requested followed by actions
that can turn the tide. Positive developments in the past offer support to rely on.
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But how, on the other hand, must the situation be assessed if the developments are positive? In
essence this is much harder. I suppose that a positive development in the past reduces politicians’
interest for road safety investments.This is even more so the case when budgets are shrinking or
other problems are increasing. Where such choices are concerned, a lower political and policyrelated priority is threatening.As far as I know, no scientific research has been carried out that could
be of assistance here. But I would like to make one personal observation which is mainly based on
my personal experiences in the Netherlands.
After Sustainable Safety experienced a successful start in the Netherlands, I carried out an analysis
to determine the prerequisites for the success (Wegman, 2001):

• The launch of the concept in which road safety experts and the professional world ‘speak with
one voice’. If experts disagree, policy makers and politicians don’t know what to do.They will feel
uncertain and may use the disagreement as an excuse to do nothing.
• There should be a general feeling - without knowing too much - that the direction is appealing
especially for Members of Parliament and for the public press.
• Road safety organisations and lobby groups (stakeholders and ‘actors’) have to consider the
concept as giving them new chances.
• In the beginning, the concept has to create creativity and not resistance. An important element
with respect to this: appealing directions, not too many opportunities to be against it, and no
obvious drawbacks.
• A new concept has to solve a problem in the field of road safety policy.The existing policy is not
satisfactory enough to reach the targets; something ‘new’ is required.
• A concept has to appeal on both the short and the long term. One has to realise that a concept
is not written for eternity. After a certain period of time, something new is needed.
• Integrate implementation of the concept in existing budget streams.
• Define the concept as a winner. Look for structural possibilities to connect the concept to other
activities: drafting guidelines for road design, education curricula for schools, etc.
• And last but not least: find intelligent ways to commit stakeholders.

These days, there is another possibility in the Netherlands. Since 1984 we have been using
quantitative targets, always one for the shorter and one for the longer term. On the one hand, these
targets make it possible to assess whether sufficient action is being taken to achieve the short term
targets and the long term target keeps the road safety issue on the political agenda. The targets
function as a guard dog. It is also possible to assess in retrospect whether the target was too modest
or too high: whether it was ambitious and required a country’s special efforts, or whether it could
be achieved carelessly without any effort worth mentioning.The political culture in the Netherlands
only finds reward if considerable effort needed to be made to achieve a target.There is, after all, the
saying ‘ when work is over, rest is sweet’.And for some: labour done is more important than reaching
the goal.An ambitious target is tempting and reaching the target gives satisfaction. On the other hand,
however, it should be kept in mind that not reaching the set target may have negative political
consequences for those involved.This fear could be reason to set less ambitious targets.
Another, more cynical line of reasoning is also possible. If the developments are positive – decrease
of the number of traffic casualties – and the consequence is a threat of resignation, a single incident
like a serious traffic accident can ensure political urgency.The serious accident in Beaune (France)
where a coach with children crashed was reason enough to increase considerably the safety of
transport by coach (safer coaches, sharper driving and resting times).The same effect can be noticed
for dramatic crashes in tunnels (in South and Middle Europe), a crash of a coach filled with tourists,
a crash in which a lorry turning off hits a cyclist who is positioned beside it, et cetera. Opportunism
and cynicism can be allies in a strong union.
It must be said that it is not essential for road safety to be a real top priority.This will not rapidly be
the case. In my country this was certainly not the case in the past. Nonetheless, road safety has
been improved considerably.The road safety community often asks for a higher priority, yes, even
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top priority. Nothing can be said against that. But also without this top priority much progress has
been made in the past.

To conclude
The overall idea after looking at the road safety developments in the Netherlands during the past
two decades can be: Sustainable Safety has been very successful in the Netherlands. Sustainable
Safety has a strong theoretical basis and has been used as a source of inspiration for the new policy.
As a result large investments have been made in improving the road safety of the infrastructure,
especially by municipalities and provinces.Traffic enforcement has also been intensified on a largescale (risk of being caught has increased by a factor of 2 to 4), in combination with public information,
especially through the mass media.The result is that Dutch traffic has become considerably safer.Add
to this the fact that vehicles have become safer (EuroNCAP, ESC).The measures that were taken
within the Sustainable Safety vision or are in agreement with it, have with a large degree of probability
contributed to the decrease in the numbers of fatalities of more than 30% over the past 10 years.
These investments have been cost-effective with a benefit-cost ratio of almost 4. Sustainable Safety
has proved to be a binding and inspiring force.The vision has also been seen to be a positive impulse
for research in the Netherlands and at SWOV.
An important characteristic of this road safety improvement is that, apart from the odd exception,
the lack of road safety manifests itself in an increasingly more diffuse manner.The summit has been
conquered because, so it seems, the most urgent problems in all areas have been tackled and (partly)
been solved.What remains is a problem that has been stripped of its sharpest edges, where the most
obvious possibilities of improvement have been taken to hand, and the profit which can still be
gained must be made in less obvious areas and in less orthodox ways.
Furthermore, some specific problems remain (‘the odd exception’). Some illustrative examples: the
novice driver problem when a new mode of transport is used and serious and/or persistent offences.
The time for a few large and effective measures, as we have used in the past, seems to lie behind
us. A comparison of European ‘best practice’ measures (KfV, 2007) indicates that that there are only
very few effective measures left which have not been used in the Netherlands in some way or
other.The implementation of current policy, however, can always be improved upon and it seems
worthwhile not only to focus exclusively on new activities, but also to subject the present
implementation to serious scrutiny. Not sexy but certainly effective.
Some expect the introduction of modern technology to bring large changes and also road safety
improvements. In my view there may be many possibilities and some nice benefits have been gained.
But as yet we cannot speak of a breakthrough. It is interesting to analyze why these breakthroughs,
which have been forecast for a considerable while, have still not been fulfilled.
Past results are no guarantee for the future.The character of road safety hazards is different now
and new approaches need to be developed. We will need to pay more attention to the basic risk
factors in traffic and in my opinion a system approach like Sustainable Safety offers the best solution.
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THE WESTMINSTER LECTURES
The Westminster Lecture is an annual event in which leaders in transport safety address
topics of concern to practitioners, researchers and policy makers in the field.
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